Optimization of HPLC-ECD conditions for determination of catechins with precision and efficiency based on the FUMI theory.
A chemometric tool based on the Function of Mutual Information (FUMI) theory can provide a relative standard deviation (RSD) without repetitive measurements in high-performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection (HPLC-ECD). Two parameters: precision (= information content) phi and efficiency (= information content/time) theta, which were calculated from predicted RSD based on the FUMI theory, were used to optimize HPLC-ECD conditions, such as applied potential, flow rate, column length, and size of ODS porous packing. We selected catechins as analytes, and found that the most optimum applied potential and flow rate were +600 mV vs. SCE and 0.9 mL/min, respectively, because they gave the largest phi and theta values. Buffer concentration in mobile phase is less effective for giving large phi and theta values. Since the FUMI theory makes it possible to predict RSD without repetitive measurements, the present method saves considerable amounts of chemicals and experimental time, and was found to be useful for the optimization of experimental conditions for determination by HPLC-ECD.